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Abstract
Human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) is completely dependent upon the Env protein to
enter cells. The virus typically replicates in activated CD4+ T cells due to viral entry requirements
for the CCR5 coreceptor and for high surface levels of the CD4 receptor. This is the case for the
transmitted virus and for most of the virus sampled in the blood. Over the course of infection, the
env gene can evolve to encode a protein with altered receptor and coreceptor usage allowing the
virus to enter alternative host cells. In about 50% of HIV-1 infections, the viral population
undergoes coreceptor switching, usually late in disease, allowing the virus to use CXCR4 to enter
a different subset of CD4+ T cells. Neurocognitive disorders occur in about 10% of infections,
also usually late in disease, but caused (ultimately) by viral replication in the brain either in CD4+
T cells or macrophage and/or microglia. Expanded host range is significantly intertwined with
pathogenesis. Identification and characterization of such HIV-1 variants may be useful for early
detection which would allow intervention to reduce viral pathogenesis in these alternative cell
types.
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Introduction
Env Protein and Gene

The Human Immunodeficiency Virus type 1 (HIV-1) env gene encodes the only surface-
expressed viral protein Env, a glycoprotein of 160 kD (gp160), which is solely required for
binding and entry into host cells. After translation, gp160 is cleaved into gp120 and gp41,
which remain non-covalently linked to form a single subunit of a trimeric “spike” on the
virion surface. The C-terminal subunit, gp41, contains a cytoplasmic domain (ultimately
inside the viral membrane), a membrane spanning domain and an extracellular domain,
which mediates the conformational change needed for fusion. The N-terminal subunit,
gp120, is completely outside the viral membrane. Although the protein has a complex fold it
can also be viewed as being linearly organized into five conserved regions (C1-C5)
interspersed with five variable regions (V1-V5). The host receptor CD4 interacts with
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residues in the conserved regions of gp120 on either side of V4, and the coreceptor CCR5
interacts both with a GPGR/Q motif at the apex of the V3 loop and at its base. The exposed
surface of the spike is dominated by two features: the variable regions of gp120, insinuating
that high variability plays and important role in extracellular interactions; and a large
number of carbohydrates that help mask the surface of the protein.

The gp120 coding domain of the env gene evolves faster (changing 1–2% per year) than any
other region of the genome [1]. Although sequence variability is generally troublesome for
maintaining required structures and functions, env variability is concentrated within discrete
regions, which protects the general architecture of the protein. Much of env variability is
driven by immune escape; however, sequence changes in gp120 can also alter interactions
with host receptors. Over the course of infection, viral populations can evolve to use the
CD4 receptor differently and to use alternative coreceptors allowing entry into alternative
host cells.

Tropism and Entry Phenotype
The Env protein is an entry machine, built to bind to CD4, undergo a series of
conformational changes, fuse the cell and viral membranes, and deliver the viral core to the
cytoplasm of the cell. Given that most transmissions occur across mucosal surfaces,
persistent replication takes place in lymphoid tissues, and disease manifestations are
apparent in many tissues/organs, it is clear that the virus has ample opportunity to encounter
many different cell types. Much of the research on the virus side of viral pathogenesis is
focused on the Env protein and its role in entry. In order to understand this, we need to be
able to accurately identify and characterize variants able to infect alternative target cells (i.e.
expanded host range), including when and where these variants first occur, when they
become prevalent and how this affects pathogenesis. More mechanistically, we need to
know how viruses with expanded host range differ from the rest of the viral population in
terms of receptor use, coreceptor use, physical changes in Env and the consequences of
these changes.

HIV-1 Comes In (At Least) Three Colors, Not Two
For 25 years the majority view of HIV-1 has been that it comes in two colors, or rather entry
phenotypes. The initial dichotomy was based on the observation that only some HIV-1
isolates could grow in transformed CD4+ T cell lines. Furthermore, since HIV-1 Env protein
mediates fusion without the need for reduced pH this allows infected cells, with the Env
protein on the surface of the cell, to fuse with uninfected cells creating syncytia and giving
the appearance of a pathogenic virus. The isolates that did not grow in the transformed cell
lines could not cause syncytia, thus setting up the early classification of syncytium-inducing
(SI) and nonsyncytium-inducing (NSI) viruses [2]. Some NSI viruses could also infect
macrophages. The NSI and SI designations have changed with the discovery of the
coreceptor, with SI being equal to CXCR4-using (X4) and with NSI being equal to CCR5-
using (R5), and all of this can be traced to the fact that most transformed CD4+ T cell lines
do not express CCR5 [3]. Thus, the legacy groupings are NSI/R5/macrophage-tropic and SI/
X4 viruses.

However, these two groups fail to capture the important concept that only a small (but
important) fraction of R5 viruses are able to infect macrophages, necessitating the use of
three groupings: R5 T cell-tropic, R5 macrophage-tropic, and X4. The distinction between T
cell-tropic and macrophage-tropic R5 viruses is not a small point, because gaining the ability
to infect macrophages represents an important but poorly understood part of HIV-1
pathogenesis. The salient features of these three groups are described in the following
section then discussed in greater detail below in the context of evolution over the disease
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course of an infected person. Figure 1 provides a framework for the main topics covered in
this review.

R5 T cell-tropic Virus
HIV-1 spends most of its time replicating in activated CD4+ T cells [4–6]. Activated T cells
are activated in the context of the immune response, but also are metabolically active
making viral replication more efficient. These cells are infected by the form of the virus that
is transmitted in the vast majority of cases, that persists in the host for years, that most often
causes immunodeficiency, and that is sufficient to account for most of what we think of as
the HIV-1 epidemic. The entry phenotype of this virus is clearly defined by the requirement
for CCR5 to allow entry and also the need for high levels of CD4 on the surface of the cell
as found on activated CD4+ T cells [7, 8].

R5 Macrophage-Tropic Virus
Some isolates of HIV-1 that can infect CD4+ T cells can also infect macrophages (i.e. are
M-tropic). A commonly used viral clone, Ba-L, was the first M-tropic virus isolate, in this
case from macrophages recovered from a bronchial/alveolar lavage [9]. Although M-tropic
viruses are most often found in the central nervous system (CNS) [10–12], they have also
been observed in the blood [10] and other compartments [10, 12]. In one case, the M-tropic
virus in the blood was not derived from the CNS, suggesting alternative tissue sites where
macrophage-tropic viruses can evolve beyond the CNS [13•].

X4 T Cell-Tropic Virus
As noted above, the evolution of variants that can use CXCR4 is a distinctive and consistent
feature of the viral population in a significant fraction of those infected with the virus. There
are continuing discussions as to whether these variants are selected against at the time of
transmission, whether they can survive only in an immunodeficient host, whether they
contribute to or are a marker for more rapid disease progression, and whether different
subtypes have a different propensity to evolve these variants. Thus, while we know a great
deal about the evolution of these variants and their properties, we cannot yet place them with
confidence in the context of viral pathogenesis.

env Gene Evolution and Phenotypic Variation
The Transmitted Virus

Much attention is now being paid to the nature of the transmitted virus and, in particular, the
properties of the Env protein associated with transmission. At one end of the debate is the
idea that the transmitted virus is the random but lucky winner of a group of viruses
deposited at a mucosal site. At the other end is the idea that only viruses with certain
properties are transmitted; in this case, information about the transmitted virus would
provide insight into the process of transmission and could be important to the development
of prevention strategies such as vaccines and microbicides. Early studies of the virus present
in people with acute infection demonstrated that there is a significant genetic bottleneck
associated with sexual transmission. However, an important conceptual insight came with
the understanding that, in a majority of cases, infection is initiated with a single variant [14•,
15].

There is still uncertainty about whether multiple variants are transmitted but a single variant
is detected systemically, or if a single variant establishes the initial infection at the site of
transmission and is the progenitor to all of the virus in the body. Sampling of the blood
suggests a single variant is transmitted [16]; however, it is possible that there are abortive
infections at the mucosa that do not contribute to the systemic viral population. If true, then
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there should be examples of abortive infections without systemic infection. In such a
scenario, the level of viral replication must be low, since we do not observe people who are
seropositive for HIV-1 but not infected (in contrast to HSV-2, for example, which induces
seropositivity after a local infection in the mucosa). A subset of people are infected with
multiple variants (i.e. two or more viruses from the same donor), which may be related to
the route of infection or other cofactors that affect the frequency of transmission [17]. An
important question is: does the extra genetic diversity associated with the transmission of
multiple variants affect the rate of disease progression, a phenomenon that has been
associated with dual infection from two sources [18]?

The severe transmission bottleneck begs the question of whether there is something
consistently special about the single transmitted virus. If there is something special, then it is
possible that this variant is selected at the donor site of transmission, during the transmission
process, or after transmission. There can be local populations of virus at the donor site, i.e.
compartmentalized virus in the seminal tract or the vaginal/cervix area (see [19] as an
example), although the biological properties of these compartmentalized viruses have not
been explored. At present, there is no evidence that these compartmentalized variants are
favored in transmission.

Several studies have observed that the transmitted virus is underglycosylated [20, 21], and in
our own work we have found that the virus in acutely infected men is more
underglycosylated than the virus in acutely infected women (Ping et al., manuscript in
preparation). This observation suggests that there is selective pressure in the transmission
process itself, i.e. female-to-male transmission favors underglycosylated Env proteins. We
observed a similar trend in intrapartum transmission where infants are also exposed to
cervico-vaginal mucus [22]. Finally, it has been proposed that there is selective pressure
after transmission either in the form of neutralization sensitive virus that replicates more
quickly [21] or virus that binds to α4β7 integrin to promote attachment to cells in the
mucosa and the gut-associated lymphoid tissue (GALT) [23].

To date, these hypotheses have been explored with a relatively small number of virus
isolates and the role of these features in transmission will likely be examined in greater
detail soon. It is worth repeating that even using a deep sequencing approach it has not been
possible to find heterogeneity in the blood beyond the transmitted virus [16]. Thus, if there
is selection in the new host among multiply transmitted variants, it must take place
completely within tissue that is not releasing significant amounts of virus into the blood.

Early Evolution of the env Gene
The selective pressure on the env gene that is unique among viral gene products is that the
Env protein is the only target of neutralizing antibodies. Thus, the host antibody response
drives evolution with the initial autologous response to the transmitted virus and with
sequential responses to the escape variants [24]. Important targets for the host antibodies are
in the variable loops V1, V2, V4, and V5; to a certain extent this conclusion is inferred
based on the extreme variability of these regions, since autologous responses to Env have
been mapped in only a limited number of cases [25]. In addition, env is also under selection
from cell-mediated immunity and this also results in escape mutations.

Because mutations are random, it is not that the regions encoding the variable loops are
preferentially mutated, rather a greater fraction of the mutations in these regions give viable
protein products that can be tested for escape. Evolution to avoid antibodies takes place on
at least three levels. First, the Env protein is in a conformation that makes it neutralization
resistant relative to other conformations the protein can assume. Amino acid changes
between V1 and V2 (and perhaps elsewhere) control these conformation states and can
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expose the V3 loop and the coreceptor binding site to neutralization [26–28]. Second, escape
occurs through point mutations that affect immune recognition [25]. In this aspect, the
variable loops seem to serve the role of decoy, i.e. targets for host antibodies that easily
evolve to allow escape. Third, the heavily glycosylated surface of Env can shield the protein
surface from exposure to antibodies [29, 30]. One feature of these variable regions that may
facilitate mutations is the concentration of specific trinucleotides that could enhance
duplications or deletions through mispairing during viral DNA synthesis. In addition, these
trinucleotides include the codons needed to encode N-linked glycosylation sites [31, 32].
Thus, HIV-1 Env mediates an intricate and delicate balance between the function of cell
entry and evasion of antibody selection.

Evolution of X4 Variants
X4 virus was initially perceived as a more pathogenic variant that appeared late in disease.
This idea came from the observation that viruses isolated from some late stage subjects
could grow in transformed T cell lines and cause syncytia (SI viruses), a striking feature of
the culture that gave the impression of pathogenesis. However, these viruses are not
necessarily more pathogenic; viruses that use CCR5 (formerly NSI viruses) can grow in
transformed T cell lines and cause syncytia if CCR5 is expressed.

The ability to replicate in transformed T cell lines did provide a useful assay for detecting
X4 variants, which demonstrated the increased presence of X4 virus with decreasing CD4+
T cell count in cohorts of infected people [33]. These results were subsequently confirmed
by entry assays that distinguished between R5 and X4 viruses [34]. There are two important
questions about X4 viruses that remain unresolved. First, do X4 viruses cause more rapid
disease progression or are they just a marker for increased immunodeficiency? The second
question has to do with viruses that can use both CCR5 and CXCR4 to enter cells, known as
dual-tropic viruses. Do these viruses continue to use CCR5 in vivo with dual tropism an
important part of their biology, or is the residual CCR5 usage a mere vestige of ancestry and
only CXCR4 usage is biologically relevant? Most X4 isolates are dual tropic, so this issue is
relevant to our understanding of a majority of X4 variants. An unexplained observation is
that X4 viruses appear to be more common in people who have been treated, but failed,
therapy – although this is in part explained by low nadir CD4+ T cell counts prior to
initiating therapy [35].

Evolution of the ability to infect using CXCR4 should expand the potential target cells
available to X4 viruses. It seems unlikely that X4 variants would evolve to infect the same
cells as R5 viruses; thus, the expectation is that CD4+ T cells expressing CXCR4, but not
CCR5, are the targets of X4 viruses. This reasoning is consistent with the observations that
memory CD4+ T cells express CCR5 and are the predominant cell infected [4–6], while
naïve cells express very little CCR5 but both cell types express CXCR4 [36, 37]. R5 and X4
viruses can be separately cultured from populations of memory and naïve T cells,
respectively [38]. However, the cell type where X4 variants first appear and if they compete
with or outgrow R5 viruses is still difficult to assess [39, 40]. There is evidence that when
both R5 and X4 viruses are present in a person, they are both replicating in short-lived cells,
presumably activated CD4+ T cells [41].

Even before the HIV-1 coreceptors had been identified, it was known that sequence changes
in the V3 loop were major determinants defining the properties of late stage viruses [42].
The most consistent observation of sequence evolution is the appearance of basic amino acid
substitutions (Lys and Arg), at positions 11, 24, and 25 of the 35-amino-acid-long V3 loop
[43, 44]. Overall, diversity is higher in V3 when these basic amino acid substitutions are
present, indicating that these substitutions are part of a more complex evolutionary pathway.
These basic amino acid substitutions and increased diversity have made it possible to
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develop bioinformatic tools that predict coreceptor usage of viruses based on V3 loop
sequence [45, 46].

Evolution to use CXCR4 likely includes more than just sequence changes in V3. Using a
bioinformatics approach, it has been possible to identify sequence changes outside of V3
that are statistically linked to changes within V3, with the strongest association at position
440 in the Env protein, a position lying directly under the V3 loop in the gp120 crystal
structure [47]. Molecular recombinants have been used to demonstrate the contribution of
other regions of Env to entry phenotype [48]. However, the interpretation of these results is
complicated for several reasons. First, the ability to enter cells using CXCR4 ranges on a
continuous scale from nil to completely specific, meaning that in between are viruses that
use both CCR5 and CXCR4 with every ratio of efficiency. Does a little CXCR4 tropism
indicate the initial evolution of an X4 virus or do highly sensitive entry assays identify
"sloppy" viruses that have some capacity to use CXCR4 but not in a biologically meaningful
way? By extension, what is the significance of mutations that confer only a low level of
CXCR4 tropism? Seeing mutations accumulate over time in Env genes from strongly X4
viruses provides the clearest evidence that these sequence changes are relevant to the
coreceptor switch. However, we have too few examples of X4 viruses to create robust
analyses to find the sets of mutations that are likely to define a number of evolutionary
pathways.

An important, but difficult, question that speaks to the mechanism of X4 evolution is the
propensity of viruses from different subtypes to undergo the coreceptor switch. A
provocative observation was that X4 viruses were present in some subjects with AIDS but
not others and this correlated with the subtype of the virus [49]. We have the most data for
people infected with subtype B, where about 50% of those infected develop an X4 virus
[33]. Subtype D, which is closely related to subtype B, appears to have an even greater
propensity to evolve X4 variants [50]. Conversely, subtype C seems less inclined (but not
unable) to evolve X4 variants [49]. In general, X4 variants appear late in disease. If we
assume the host can suppress the replication of these variants until the time of
immunodeficiency, and we assume different infected populations do not vary in a way that
enhances or suppresses the ability of these viruses to evolve, then what remains is
differences in the virus. Since all of these viruses can evolve X4 variants, perhaps it is the
evolutionary distance the virus has to travel that defines the differences, i.e. subtype D
viruses have the shortest distance followed by B then C.

Additional insights have been gained from studying R5 and X4 viruses in the macaque
animal model. R5 Simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV) isolates only rarely undergo
coreceptor switching [51]. However, there are several examples where SIV engineered to
have an HIV-1 env gene, known as a SHIV, undergoes a coreceptor switch from R5 to X4
[52, 53]. The switch takes place in animals that are rapid progressors due to a poor initial
immune response. The initial evolution of the X4 variant has been tracked to secondary
lymphoid tissue [54], which is similar to an observation made in the humanized mouse
model [26]. In animals infected with an X4 variant, there is rapid depletion of naïve CD4+ T
cells followed by loss of memory cells, consistent with the idea that X4 viruses
preferentially target a cell type different from R5 viruses [55, 56].

Evolution of M-tropic viruses
"Beauty is in the eye of the beholder" (a paraphrase of Plato). The definition of a
macrophage-tropic virus is problematic. Monocyte-derived macrophages (MDM) from
different donors can be very different in their ability to allow entry of a virus. Thus, a virus
that appears macrophage-tropic on one preparation of MDMs may not appear to be
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macrophage-tropic on another preparation. Also, viruses have a continuum of entry
phenotypes making it hard to draw a line that demarcates macrophage- and nonmacrophage-
tropic viruses. The difficulty, as with defining X4 viruses, is deciding when the entry
phenotype measured in the laboratory represents a biologically meaningful property for the
virus in vivo. A major challenge for this field is accurately placing the phenotype of the
ability to infect MDMs into the proper biological context.

Macrophage-tropic (M-tropic) viruses have most often been reported in the brain of HIV-
infected individuals with neurocognitive disorders [11, 57, 58] and this is one place where
the evolution of M-tropic virus is likely to play a direct role in viral pathogenesis. M-tropic
viruses can also be detected in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and, in one case, it was possible
to detect this lineage before diagnosis of neurocognitive disorder [13•]. In the brain, M-
tropic viruses may be replicating in perivascular macrophages or microglia, which are
macrophage-like cells residing in the parenchyma of the brain. In the absence of pleocytosis,
T cells are uncommon in the CNS; however, pleocytosis is associated with replication of R5
T cell-tropic virus within the CNS [13•]. An important tool in assessing localized viral
replication is that viral populations in the CNS can be genetically diverse and genetically
distinct from populations in the blood (i.e. compartmentalized) [59–62]. However, not all
potential compartments (i.e. compartments with high concentrations of macrophage or
macrophage-like cells) have been systematically explored (discussed below), and
compartmentalized M-tropic virus has been detected in the semen of one person [10]. As we
develop a better understanding of how to define macrophage-tropic viruses it will be
worthwhile to explore other compartments with known HIV-associated pathogenesis (e.g.
liver).

Currently, M-tropic variants are isolated from autopsy brain tissue or from the CSF, which
can be used to sample virus longitudinally from living patients over the course of infection
and disease. Later during infection, M-tropic virus may become detectable as a minor
variant in the blood [63•, 64], though the anatomical origins of these variants have not been
established. M-tropism has been associated predominantly with the ability to use low cell
surface densities of CD4, but also with changes in CCR5 usage (currently under dispute with
some groups observing ability to use lower levels of CCR5 [65, 66] and other observing no
change in CCR5 usage [67, 68], enhanced fusogenicity [69], sensitivity to antibody
neutralization [70–72] and an altered – specifically “open” – conformation (which may be a
precursor for changes in both CD4 usage and neutralization sensitivity [65, 73•].

As noted above, the surrogate test for M-tropism in vivo is the ability of virus to infect
MDM. An alternative method is to use cell lines engineered to have different levels of CD4
and measure the dependence of infectivity on CD4 density. The latest iteration of this
approach is a novel cell line, Affinofile cells, developed by Benhur Lee [74], which have
independently inducible CD4 and CCR5 expression. Affinofile cells are highly consistent in
receptor expression and resulting infectivity; receptors can be induced to a wide range of
densities, including normal physiological levels found on macrophages and T cells and
beyond (allowing titration of receptor/coreceptor usage). Most importantly, these cells allow
isolation of the entry requirement variables without potentially confounding post-entry
factors.

Although there are likely multiple adaptations required to infect macrophages, M-tropic
variants are largely defined by their ability to infect cells expressing low levels of CD4 [67],
which reflects the relatively low CD4 density on the surface of macrophages as compared to
activated memory T cells [37]. The search for sequence changes in gp120 to allow binding
and entry into cells with lower densities of CD4 has focused on regions directly involved in
receptor/coreceptor interactions: around the CD4 binding residues [57, 58, 70, 75] and
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around the V3 loop (and coreceptor binding residues) of gp120 [12, 76]. Others, however,
have proposed that mutations in the V1-V2 loop [77, 78] or in gp41 [66] can induce
significant changes in gp120 conformation, which may cause greater exposure of receptor/
coreceptor binding sites. Although most M-tropic variants are R5 viruses, there is evidence
for the existence of M-tropic X4 virus [79, 80], though their prevalence and role in
pathogenesis is not yet clear.

Defining genetic determinants of macrophage tropism is essential to being able to screen for
these viruses in mixtures and in large numbers of biological samples, as the totality of the
effort required to identify these viruses by entry phenotype is cumbersome and quickly
becomes limiting. Unfortunately, there is little overlap in the mutations identified by
different groups to date (see Table 1). This discord could be explained by the time at which
viruses were isolated (before appearance of neurocognitive symptoms or late in disease,
including autopsy samples); a potentially diverse number of evolutionary pathways to reach
M-tropism (open conformation to increase binding site exposure, greater affinity for
receptor/coreceptor within the binding site, increased fusion efficiency to counteract the loss
in infectivity wrought by low CD4 densities, etc.); or by different changes within a region of
gp120 that result in a similar phenotype, but do not align precisely in sequence analysis. If
essential or signature mutations can be identified for M-tropism, then HIV-infected
individuals could be screened for M-tropic variants – by deep sequencing, if necessary, to
deal with mixtures of M-tropic and T-tropic variants – to inform care and potentially reduce
neurocognitive pathogenesis by early intervention.

Infection of Monocytes
Given the clear evidence for infection of macrophages in vivo there is also interest in
whether the precursors of macrophages, i.e. monocytes, can be infected by HIV-1.
Monocytes are a diverse cell population that can be divided into three subsets - classical,
intermediate and nonclassical. These subsets differ in size and shape [81, 82], expression of
surface markers [83, 84], susceptibility to HIV infection [83, 85], cytokine production [81]
and role in the immune system [81, 82]. After being produced from common myeloid
progenitor cells in the bone marrow [86], they enter the blood as classical monocytes and
can then differentiate into intermediate and then into nonclassical monocytes [87]. The three
monocyte subsets are most easily separated by expression of CD14 and CD16, with classical
monocytes expressing high levels of CD14 and lacking CD16 (CD14++, CD16−),
intermediate monocytes expressing high levels of CD14 and low levels of CD16 (CD14++,
CD16+) and nonclassical monocytes expressing low levels of CD14 and high levels of CD16
(CD14+, CD16++)[84, 87]. In healthy donors, approximately 85% of monocytes fall into the
classical subset, 5% are intermediate and 10% are nonclassical [84].

Multiple in vitro studies have shown that freshly isolated monocytes are not productively
infected by HIV-1, but can be productively infected after they are allowed to differentiate
for at least one day and are increasingly susceptible to infection as they differentiate into
MDMs [88, 89]. The resistance of monocytes to HIV-1 infection is likely due to blocks at
multiple points in the virus life cycle. A block at entry could occur if densities of the
receptor (CD4) or coreceptors (CCR5 or CXCR4) were very low on monocytes. This is
probably not the case for CD4, which is expressed at appreciable levels on most monocytes
[83], albeit at much lower levels than on T cells [37]. In contrast, CCR5 and/or CXCR4 are
only expressed by a minority of monocytes and are expressed at low levels [83]. It has been
observed that CCR5 density on monocytes and susceptibly to HIV-1 infection are correlated
with the amount of time that monocytes spend in culture, thus fueling speculation that CCR5
levels are too low to facilitate virus entry into freshly isolated monocytes [88]. Multiple
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blocks to reverse transcription [90, 91] and transcription of the proviral genome [92] have
been observed in monocytes.

An alternative model is that HIV-1 infection of monocytes is not blocked, but rather the
mechanisms described above simply slow the virus lifecycle [93]. Considering that
monocytes persist in the blood for only a few days [94] before dying or migrating into
tissues and differentiating into DCs or macrophage, this alternative model suggests that
infected monocytes are likely to differentiate before producing virus. While many questions
remain about putative blocks to monocyte infection, it appears clear that HIV replication in
monocytes is unlikely to contribute substantially to viral loads. However, given the ability of
monocytes to enter tissues, infected monocytes could provide an important mechanism to
disseminate virus to sites where independent replicating populations could be established.

One limitation of most of these in vitro studies is that they have not separately examined
infection of the three monocyte subsets. Since approximately 85% of monocytes in the
blood are of the classical subset [84], most studies to date have focused on infection of this
subset. This is significant given that classical monocytes are the most undifferentiated
subset, contain the lowest percentage of CCR5+ cells and are the least susceptible to
infection in vitro [83]. Given the extensive evidence that differentiation increases
susceptibility to infection of monocytes [88, 89], and the observation that monocytes
expressing CD16 are more susceptible to infection [83], intermediate and nonclassical
monocytes should be more susceptible to infection than classical monocytes.

In contrast to the in vitro studies examining whether HIV-1 can productively infect
monocytes, multiple studies have isolated monocytes that contain HIV-1 DNA [63•, 95] and
replication competent virus [96•], thus indicating that monocytes are infected in vivo.
Analysis of env sequences isolated from these cells showed that monocytes can harbor
viruses that appear distinct from those in the blood [95]. Further phenotypic analysis of these
viruses revealed that they were all capable of using CCR5 as their coreceptor. Some were
also able to use alternative coreceptors (CXCR4, CCR1, CCR3 and GPR15) and, while all
of the monocyte derived viruses were capable of replicating in macrophage in vitro, only a
subset of them could replicate in T cells [63•]. Given the short half-life of monocytes in the
blood and the fact that the monocytes most susceptible to infection are likely to be near the
end of this period, it is difficult to understand how a stable, diverse population of monocyte-
tropic viruses could be maintained. One possibility is that monocytes are being infected by
macrophage-tropic viruses replicating in tissue macrophage [63•]. Reports of monocytes
being infected in individuals who are on otherwise suppressive therapy also present a
challenge to understanding the virus life cycle in this enigmatic cell type.

Use of Alternative Co-receptors
People who carry two alleles of the delta32 deletion of the CCR5 gene are largely resistant
to infection by HIV-1, consistent with the vast majority of infections being initiated with an
R5 virus. In some isolates it is possible to show promiscuity in the ability to use different
coreceptors in entry assays, but the biological significance of these observations is unknown,
i.e. it is not clear if these alternative coreceptors are actually used in vivo. However, the
potential to use an alternative coreceptor has clearly been demonstrated in the case of SIVsm
infection of sooty mangabeys, which can also have an inactivating mutation in the CCR5
gene. Infection by SIVsm in these animals cannot use CCR5 but may use GPR15 and/or
CXCR6 as an alternative coreceptor [97].
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HIV infection of CD4–negative cells
It has long been thought that HIV-1 tropism is primarily limited by expression of CD4 and
CXCR4 or CCR5; thus it is surprising that multiple studies have reported that HIV-1 can
infect cells lacking these receptors [98–102]. The fact that most primary isolates require
CD4 to infect [103] suggests that evolving the ability to be CD4-independent comes with an
evolutionary cost. This cost could be in the form of increased sensitivity to neutralization
[99, 103] or the ability to enter cells that do not support efficient viral replication, but could
impact the range of viral pathogenesis. A possible example of CD4-indepence evolving in
vivo is renal-tropic HIV which is thought to infect kidney epithelial cells. These cells lack
CD4 [102, 104], CCR5 and CXCR4 [104]. Infection of these CD4-negative cells is
suggested by studies showing that patients with HIV-associated renal diseases often have
kidney epithelial cells containing HIV-1 mRNA [105] and DNA [102]. Surprisingly, a study
of two patients with HIV-associated nephropathy found that that viral DNA isolated from
kidney epithelial cells forms a lineage that is evolutionarily separate from that of viral DNA
in the blood [102]. This result suggests that there is an independent population of viruses
infecting kidney epithelial cells; however, this conclusion was obtained with a small number
of kidney-derived gp120 sequences and additional studies are need to confirm this finding.

Since many viruses have evolved the ability to enter their hosts using a single receptor, it is
curious that HIV-1 requires two receptors (CD4 and CCR5 or CXCR4), thus fueling
speculation that this dual receptors system confers an evolutionary advantage. One
possibility is that having CD4 as a receptor allows the Env protein to be in one conformation
prior to binding and a different conformation (and immunogenic state) after binding when
the fusion mechanisms of Env become active. It is clear that the regions of Env that interact
with CD4 are distinct from those that interact with CCR5 and also distinct from the actual
fusion machinery. Thus it is possible to imagine a form of Env that is CD4-independent, i.e.
in the alternative or bound conformation that allows interaction with CCR5 and subsequent
fusion. It has been possible to select for such variants in culture; in vitro studies have shown
that HIV-1 can evolve CD4-independence [98, 100, 101]. The exact nature of these viruses
is still being worked out since there is an important distinction between viruses that can use
very low levels of CD4 versus those that are truly CD4 independent. The mutations that
confer CD4 independence include changes in C2, C3 and V3 that are thought to alter
coreceptor binding [98] and changes in gp41 with unknown effects on coreceptor binding
[66]. This concept of alternative conformations has also carried over into the idea that late in
disease there may be relaxed antibody selection on Env allowing it to evolve an alternative
conformation for the purpose of using CD4 more efficiently; the corollary of this model is
that the alternative conformation may also potentiate the evolution to use CXCR4 or the
evolution to use low levels of CD4 and in this way expand the host range, and the
pathogenic potential, of HIV-1.

Conclusions
HIV-1 env mutates rapidly under evolutionary pressure from multiple sources such that the
encoded Env protein displays a delicate balance between continual immune evasion and
retention of the vital function of host cell entry. There are at least three different colors or
host range variants of HIV-1 as determined by the Env protein. The first is the R5 T cell-
tropic virus, which is typically the single transmitted virus and also the virus most
commonly found throughout chronic infection. The second is the R5 macrophage-tropic
virus, which is most often reported in the CNS of people with HIV-associated
neurocognitive disorders – although macrophage-tropic viruses with a non-CNS (and
unknown) origin have also been detected. The third is the X4 virus, which frequently
emerges in late disease and is associated with advanced immunodeficiency. While the
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mechanisms and evolutionary “motivations” are not fully clear, evolving altered receptor
and coreceptor usage allows the virus to infect new cell types with potentially serious
pathogenic consequences.
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Figure 1. Compartmentalization and Replication in Alternative Cell Populations
Compartmentalization has been frequently detected in the CNS of people with HIV-
associated neurological disorders and there is evidence that compartmentalization can occur
in other anatomical sites. Although a contribution of viral replication to pathogenesis in the
CNS is well established, effects in other compartments will require further study.
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